Healthy HABITS

Making room
for cyberspace
Two friends behind a technology-centered
after-school program focus on balancing
kids’ play with preparation for the future.
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Like a colony of worker bees, 12
youngsters at Fidgets2Widgets afterschool program sat in a computer
lab one recent afternoon, manipulating design software on a dozen
desktop computers.
This team of designers, engineers
and architects, who refer to themselves as Widgetarians, was using a
Minecraft video application in three
dimensions to construct a commercial building.
“We are preparing the next
workforce for the future,” says Pam
Simon, Fidgets2Widgets co-founder.
She says she and co-founder
Sydney Ashland “want these kids
to be versatile,” so they designed
the Fidgets2Widgets curriculum to
engage both brain and body.
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Nine-year-old Sara Beeman gets some computer help from Pam Simon, co-founder with longtime friend
Sydney Ashland, of Fidgets2Widgets, a technology-based after-school program in Eugene.

Good digital citizenship
But Pam and Sydney want to go
deeper than mere computer instruction by instilling in these young
people the values of “good digital
citizenship,” which forbids cyberbullying, adheres to online safety
and privacy rules, and distinguishes

between sound information and
inaccurate material.
The two women, who have known
each other for decades, opened
Fidgets2Widgets in April 2013. Since
then, they report that more than 85
children have participated in their
drop-in, after-school and weekend
programs at the Delta Triad Building
in north Eugene.
Pam’s early training in speech
pathology and social work, and
Sydney’s work in energetic counseling for children — a field that helps
children and their families identify
the mental, emotional and spiritual
issues that manifest themselves as
physical discomfort or disease — influenced their decision to cultivate a
business concept that incorporates
physical activity, relaxation exercises, and device-based learning.
At individual computers, the
kids, who are 9 to 14 years of age,
learn web design, game design, coding and animation — some of the
skills they may need to compete in
an increasingly technologyoriented work world.
In daily learning modules, Pam
and Sydney integrate math, science
and engineering with art and music,
using technology tools and physical
materials.

